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This invention relates to throat bags and to 
similar appliances adapted for applying hot or 
cold treatments to the throat or other'curved 
areas of a patient by ?lling the bag with hot 

5 water, ice, or the like, as the case may be, and 
positioning the ?lled bag about the area to be 
treated. 
The invention has for its principal objects the 

provision of a simple and inexpensive throat bag 
I 10 ‘which shall be highly e?icient and convenient to 

' use; the provision of such a bag adapted to be 
positioned about curved areas of varying di 
mensions and to maintain adequate volumetric 

_ capacity and maximum efficiency of heat-trans 
_ 15 fer contact with the area being treated irrespec 

tive-of the degree of curvature of such area; the 
provision of such a bag designed especially for 
treating curved areas but having'a normally rec' 

- tilinear con?guration for ease in ?lling, especial 
20 ly with crushed ice or the like, and also for facili 

tating manufacture, packing and storage of the 
bags; the provision of a throat bag adapted to be 
?lled with ice or the like while disposed in a 
rectilinear state and thereafter to be curvedly 

5 positioned about the throat or other area with 
out, however, materially reducing the volumetric 
capacity of the bag or interfering with the in 
timacy of heat-transfer contact between the bag 
and the area beingtreated; and generally to pro 

30 vide efficiency and economy in water andice 
bags for treating the throat or other curved area 
of the body. The manner in which these and 
other objects of the invention are attained will 
appear from the following description of a throat 
bag embodying the present invention in a pre 
ferred form as illustrated in‘ the accompanying 
drawings. or the drawings: ' 

‘Fig. 1 is a plan view of a throat bag embodying 
my invention in a preferred form;v ‘- v 

40 ‘ Fig. 2 is a vertical section taken on line 2-2 
of Fig. 1; - 

Fig. 3 is a side elevation of the bag of Fig. 1, 
portions of the bag being broken away and sec 
tioned for clarity of illustration; 

45 Fig. 4 is a view in elevation showing the ‘bag of . 
Fig. 1 bent to‘a curvilinear shape as in being po 
sitioned about the throat of a patient. ‘ . 
The preferred throat bag illustrated in the 

‘drawings comprises a hollow body designated gen- 
0 erally by the numeral III which is formed of rub 

her or other ?exible material adapted to receive 
and contain hot or cold water, ice,‘or similar sub 
stances. The body I0 preferably'is formed orv 
molded in one piece asby coating an appropriate 

5‘ ly shaped vformewith' liquid rubber latex and. 

(Cl. 150-22) 
solidifying the coating on the form,. but other 
known methods of forming or molding such hol 
low bodies may be employed. The hollow body 
I0 is formed or molded with anormally recti 
linear shape as illustrated in Figs. 1 to 3 and 5 

' comprises a throat-contacting wall ll formed 
with a substantially smooth and ?at con?guration 
throughout its extent and an opposed wall I! 
formed with a contoured con?guration curved 
both transversely and longitudinally as may be 10 
seen more particularly in Figs. 2 and 3, whereby 
the bag normally has a desired volumetric capac 
ity for containing suitable quantities of water 
or ice. The opposed or» contoured wall i2 is 
formed with a central convoluted zone i3 00- 15 
cupying a major portion of the'length of the 
wall and unconvoluted zones 14, I4 disposed one 
at either end of the convoluted zone l3 and oc-_ 
cupying the remaining length between'the ends 
of the convoluted zone l3 and the ends of the 20 
contoured wall l2.‘ As shown in the drawings, 
each of the‘ unconvoluted zones l4, vll includes a 
substantial portion of the total length of the wall 
I2, and the two zones l4, ll preferably are of 
comparable extent as shown. A ?lling openingof .25 
appropriate size is provided within one of the un 
contoured zones l4, preferably immediately ad 
jacent one end of the body In, the. opening being 
de?ned by a ‘tubular rubber neck l5 formed in 
tegrally with the wall 12 and extending outward- 3° 
ly therefrom. For sealing the ?lling opening, 
a conventional screw-cap closure member desig- ' 
nated generally by the numeral I6 is associated 
in sealing engagement‘ with‘ the extending ‘neck 
l5. For assisting in securing and maintaining 35 
the bag in treating relation about the throat or 
other area of a patient, perforate tabs H, H, de 
sirably are provided at either end of the body In 
in order that the bag may .be drawn about the 
throat and tied in place as by means of a tape 4.0 
or string looped through the two tabs and tied 
as shown in Fig. 4. The tabs I1, I‘! may be 
either attached to or formed integrally with the 

' bOdY'HL 

The central zone l3 of the body wall I! is 45‘ 
formed with molded‘ convolutions so constructed 
and arranged as to impart fullness to the wall in 3 
order that the volumetric ‘capacity of the bag 
will not be diminished substantially but will be 
retained adequately when the- normally recti 
linear bag is bent to a curvilinear shape of even 
a very short radius. Additionally, the bag may 
be positioned about curved surfaces of widely dif 
ferent dimensions and contours without placing 
any portion ofthe bag under strain such as ac 
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2 
companies similar bending and shaping of a bag 
formed without such fullness. It is apparent that 
various types of fullness-providing convolutions 
may be utilized in the zone I3, but a very simple 
and highly satisfactory type of convolution pro 
viding adequate fullness comprises, as illustrated, 
a series of relatively narrow corrugations l9, l9 
extending transversely of the wall l2 in closely— 
spaced parallel relation to provide a sinuously 
formed zone capable of accordion-like extension 
when the bag is bent to a curvilinear shape as 
illustrated in Fig. 4. 

It will readily be appreciated that a bag of 
the 'characterhereinabove described may be easily 
?lled with crushed ice while disposed in its nor 
mally rectilinear con?guration without the dif 
?culty attendant upon ?lling with ice a bag nor 
mally-having a full-molded curvilinear con?gu 
ration through which the ice must be forced; 
that the ?lled bag may be positioned about curved 
surfaces of widely varying dimensions and con 
tours without subjecting any portion of the bag 
to stretching strains or reducing the volumetric 
capacity of the bag as has frequently been the 
case when attempts were made to position prior 
bags about areas having curvatures differing ma 
terially from the normal con?guration of the bag; 
and that the throat-contacting wall of the bag 
remains smooth for intimate contact with the 
area being treated irrespective of the curvature 

. of the bag, thereby insuring maximum efficiency 
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'area at all times. 
of heat transfer between the bag and the treated 

in the drawings have been proven by actual use 
under the supervision of physicians to be un 
usually e?ective and highly satisfactory for. ap 
plying hot or cold treatments to a patient’s 
throat. Additionally, the normally rectilinear 
con?guration of the bag is conducive to economy 
in manufacture, packing, and storing of the bags 
and, also, the rectilinear forms on which the bags 
are ‘made occupy substantially less space both 
during manufacture and storage than do forms 
for curvilinear bags of equivalent dimensions. 

' The invention therefore attains to a high degree 
the objects hereinabove set forth. 

Numerous modi?cations in details of the struc 
ture and materials hereinabove described may be 
effected without departing from-the spirit and 
scope of the invention as de?ned by the appended 
claims. ' 

I claim: , l 

1. A throat bag comprising a normally recti 
linear, hollow body of flexible material adapted 
to be curvedly positioned about the throat of a 
patient, one wall of said body being formed sub 
stantially throughout its extent with a generally 
smooth ‘and ?at con?guration adapted to contact , 
the throat of the patient, the opposite wall of 
said body being formed with a contoured con?g 
uration and comprising a central convoluted zone 
extending for a major portion of the length of 
the body and unconvoluted zones disposed one at 
either end of the convoluted zone, each of said 
unconvoluted zones including a substantial por 
tion of the total length of the wall and the two 
unconvoluted zones being comparable in extent, 
a ?lling opening in the said opposite wall'within 
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one of said unconvoluted zones, closure means 
for sealing said opening, and attaching means 
for assistance in securingv the bag about the 
throat of the patient, the body Wall in said con 
voluted zone being so constructed and arranged 
as to impart fullness to the bag for retaining 
adequate volumetric capacity when the bag is 
bent from‘ its normally rectilinear shape=to a 
curvilinear shape in being positioned about the 
throat. Y . 

2. A throat bag comprising a normally recti 
linear, hollow body of ?exible material adapted to 
be curvedly positioned about the throat of a ‘pa 
tient, one wall of said body being formed sub 
stantially throughout its extent with a generally 
smooth and flat con?guration adapted to contact 
the throat of the patient, the opposite wall of 
said body being formed with a contoured con?g 
uration and comprising a convoluted zone ex 
tending for a major portion of the length of 
the body and an unconvoluted zone at one end 
of the convoluted zone, a ?lling opening in the 
said opposite wall within said unconvoluted zone, 
and closure means for sealing said opening, the 
body wall in said convoluted zone being so con 
structed and arranged as to impart fullness to 
the bag for retaining adequate volumetric ca 
pacity when the bag is bent from its normally 
rectilinear shape to a curvilinear shape in being 
positioned about the throat. 

3. A bag for applying hot or cold treatments 
to a curved area, said ‘bag comprising a hollow 
body of ?exible material adapted to contain wa 
ter, ice and similar substances, a ?lling opening 
in said body, and closure means for sealing said 
opening, said body being molded in one piece 
,with a normally rectilinear con?guration but 
being adapted-to be curvedly positioned about 
the curved area to be treated and comprising 
a generally smooth and ?at wall adapted to en 
gage said area for effective heat~transfer there 
with and a second wall opposed to the ?rst wall, 
said second wall being formed with molded con 
volutions imparting fullness thereto, whereby the 
bag retains its volumetric capacity substantially ., 
undiminished when bent from its normal recti 
linear shape to a curvilinear shape in being po 
sitioned about the area to be treated. 

4. A bag for applying hot or cold treatments 
to a curved area, said bag comprising a hollow 
body of ?exible material adapted to contain wa 
ter, ice and similar substances, a ?lling opening 
in said body, and closure means for sealing said 
opening, said body being molded in one piece 
with a normally rectilinear con?guration but U 
being adapted to be curvedly positioned about 
the curved area to be treated and comprising a 
generally smooth and flat wall adapted to engage 
said area for effective heat-transfer therewith 
and a second wall opposed to the ?rst wall, said 
second‘ wall being formed with molded corruga 
tions providing a sinuously formed zone impart 
ing fullness to the said second wall, whereby the 
bag retains its volumetric capacity substantially 
undiminished when bent from its normal recti 
linear shape to acurvilinear shape in being po 
sitioned about the area to be treated. 
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